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AR&D Commonality Action Background
• NASA is looking to reduce DDT&E of AR&D sensors across future deep 
space missions
– Robotic missions to an asteroid




– Autonomous landing and hazard avoidance
• Assembled a NASA-wide multi-center team to look at a common AR&D 
sensor suite to apply across missions (5 NASA centers and the NASA 
Engineering and Safety Council)
• Team successfully identified the types of sensors and performance needed 
for a common AR&D sensor suite 
• Team is currently creating common AR&D sensor suite specifications to 
consolidate into a single, common Agency sensor development to apply 
across Programs to achieve cost and risk savings at the agency level
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AR&D Action Approach ‐ AR&D Common Sensor Types Result
• Based on detailed study and discussion of the Concepts of Operations for the 




– Infrared cameras for robustness/situational awareness
• Individual missions had additional sensors included on the vehicle that were 
also utilized for AR&D which were not included in the common suite (Star 
trackers, communication link)
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• Initial focus was for common sensors to meet key driving attributes of Capture a Small 
Asteroid/Pick up a Boulder off a Large Asteroid Robotic missions and Crewed Asteroid 
missions
– Viable candidates exist for all sensor types
– Sensors can have core commonality with modular mission-specific add-on/modifications
– Example: only crewed mission has eye safety concerns so a part can be easily added to change the 
laser wavelength to be eye-safe for the crewed mission
• Visible Cameras –
– A common electronics backend for medium resolution purposes and a common electronics backend 
high resolution purposes
– Quantity can be tailored to mission needs
– Medium Resolution Camera Backend
• Narrow/Medium Field of View Applications
– High Resolution Camera Backend
• Medium/Wide Angle Field of View Applications
– Specific lens selected uniquely for each mission application
• 3D LIDAR –







Visible Cameras Medium Res 2 Medium Res, High Res High Res
All 3D LIDAR Yes Yes Yes
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AR&D Concepts of Operations
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AR&D Concepts of Operations (cont’d)











































AR&D Sensor Environmental Commonality Specification














Tested Partial Pressure  Pa < 1e‐5 The actual environment will be a hard 
vacuum.

















Sun Exposure Survival Hours Indefinite No requirement to operate with Sun in view
* Modular specification 7
AR&D Commonality Performance Specification



















































Frame Rates 5 – 10 Hz 3 – 5 Hz 5 – 10 Hz
Dynamic Range > 1000:1 > 1000:1 NA For a single exposure
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* Modular specification
AR&D Common Sensor Suite Applicability to the GER
• A common AR&D sensor suite consisting of visible cameras, infrared cameras 
and a 3D LIDAR supports AR&D concepts on GER paths moving towards 
Mars
• NASA welcomes ideas for:
‒ Any other AR&D Concepts of Operations missing
‒ Partnerships to develop these sensor types to                                                       
support future AR&D missions 9
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